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Note: Answer three guestions

′T=F*R ′T〓BILW

Q1:- The coil of dc motor has armature resistance of 4.1O connected to voltage source of
(220 V ) and the coil develops a back e.m.f of (218 V) when rotating at normal speeds. Find

the current when the motor first startup and the current when it is operating at normal

speeds. {5MARKS)

Q2:- (Al The noJoad current of a transformer is (4A) at 0.25 p.f when supplied at 250V

,50H2 the number of turns on the primary winding is 200 calculate: (2.SMARKS)

1)The r.m.s value of the flux in the core

2)The core losses

3)The magnetizing current

B) A six poles 3E induction motor is fed from 3Q source of frequency (50H2) find the

speed of motor if the percentage slip is (30%) (2.5MAR|G)

Q3:- A 25 KW, 250V, dc shunt generator has armature and field resistance of 0.06 O

and 100 O respectively. Determine the total armature power developed when

working (a) as generator delivering 25KW output and (b) as motor taking 25KW input

(SMARKSI

Q4:- Choose the correct answer for following statements: {5MARKS)

1) The density of magnetic field is

e=BA ,r=* , F=BL| , e.m.f=BLV

2) The field winding is directly connected to the electric application (load) in type of ---
Shunt dc generator, series dc generator, long shunt dc generator, short shunt dc generator

3)The torque exerted by the primer mover is

ヽ…多く



4) The field winding is directly connected to source in case of -------------

Series dc motor, shunt dc motor, long shunt dc motor, short shunt dc motor

5) The actual speed of AC motor is

Synchronous speed (NS) , rotor speed (N) , speed rotation {v) , the speed of motor (N) in r.p.m
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